
DISPLAY URL: Displays a link to your website and usually shown in green on the SERP. 
 ✓ The display URL is made up of the domain from your URL, as well as the optional text in the ‘path’ fields  

(there are 2 path options, 15 characters each). 
 ✓ Path fields are designed to help people see your ad and get a better understanding of what they will 

see when they click the ad. 
 ✓ The root domain of the path should match the display URL. That way the user knows the  

ad is relevant to the landing page experience they will have after clicking the ad.

STEP 1:  
CREATE YOUR ADS 

HEADLINE: Just like a headline in a print story or on a website, this is typically what gets noticed first.
 ✓ Use words that grab people’s attention or words they may have typed into the search bar. 
 ✓ Text should consist of two headlines (30 character spaces each) 
 ✓ The two headlines will be separated with a dash. They may show up differently depending on  

the device, browser, or unique SERP experience.

When designing paid search text ads, it’s important to 
follow basic guidelines to ensure your ads resonate

PAID SEARCH 
DO’S & DON’TS

Nike.com - Nike Official Store
www.nike.com/ShoesAd

Push Yourself Further with Nike Shoes for Women, Men, Girls & Boys.

HEADLINE

DISPLAY URL

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION: Used to highlight details about the product, service, or business you’re promoting.
 ✓ Include a strong call-to-action, so customers know what you want them to do. 
 ✓ Description lines should be made up of no more than 80 characters. 

STEP 2: 
PROOF YOUR ADS 

 ✓ Style and Spelling: Include text that makes sense and is properly spelled.  
Do not exceed character limits and do not include ‘click here’ language.

 ✓ Avoid Unnecessary Repetition:  
Do not include extension text that repeats words or phrases within the same ad headline, description,  
or other extensions.

 ✓ Capitalization: Do not use gimmicky use of capitalization or excessive caps. 

 ✓ Use Correct Punctuation and Symbols: No “!” in the headline, repeated punctuation symbols, numbers, or  
letters that don’t adhere to the purpose of ad. No invalid or unsupported characters – for example: Emojis. 

 ✓ Clearly Identify the Business:  
Ads or destinations must include name of the product, service, or entity they are promoting.  
It has to be clear to the customer what you are trying to advertise.

STEP 3: 
PREVIEW AND TWEAK YOUR ADS 

 ✓ To see what your ads look like on the Google search engine results page without affecting  
ad statistics, use the Ad Preview and Diagnosis Tool.

 ✓ You can provide more information and to your paid search ad through Ad Extensions.  
Additions include location, phone number, deep in links, call-outs, structured snippets,  
reviews, price, app, etc.

To view our paid search 3Ton30 presentation, along with content  
from past 3T webinars, visit https://www.centro.net/resources.

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/148778
https://www.centro.net/resources

